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Abstract

In this paper we propose two incremental algorithms to maintain a test set

across a series of system revisions for deterministic finite state machines. In

each development cycle, the algorithms utilize an existing information – a test

set available for a previous version of the system – to produce a new checking

sequence by modifying only the subset of sequences that are affected by the

given series of changes. The algorithms both support incremental testing –

create test cases only for the affected parts of the system – and maintain a

checking sequence for the whole system. The first algorithm updates a state

cover set in order to reach all states of the machine, while the second one

maintains a separating family of sequences used to verify the next state of

transitions. The two algorithms can be applied together or independently

depending the testing purpose. The analytical and practical analyzes show

that our algorithms are very efficient in case of changing system specifications.

We also demonstrate our methods through an example.

Keywords: finite state machine, test generation algorithms, test case

maintenance, incremental development

1 Introduction

Although finite state machine (FSM)-based test generation methods have been ex-
tensively studied in the last few decades [6] [3] [16] [4] [7], very little effort has been
focused on dynamic scenarios involving changing system specifications. This is
especially surprising considering that most recent system development models pro-
pose incremental approaches involving step-by-step refinement of the system under
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development [22] [12] [8]. From the testing perspective evolutionary approaches
open new possibilities to improve test generation methods. By identifying the ef-
fect of changes in each iteration step during the development one may want to
reuse as much as possible of the test set of the previous system version, and focus
test generation only on specific parts of the system behavior. This may result in
significantly faster test generation under most iterative development scenarios.

The incremental approach in the field of testing has first been introduced by El-
Fakih et. al. [9]. The method generates test cases only for the modified parts of the
system, but it is not capable of maintaining a complete checking sequence across
changes. The other important aspect is, that it uses traditional algorithms to create
test sequences for a given FSM upon each modification. Therefore its complexity
is the function of the size of the input machine, not the extent of change.

In this paper we introduce two bounded incremental algorithms to automatically
create test sequences in response to changes applied to the system specification.
The two algorithm operate in a similar manner, but have different purpose. The
first one maintains a prefix-closed state cover set used to reach all states of the
finite state machine, while the second one keeps a separating family of sequences
up to date responsible to verify the next state of transitions. The complexity of
the proposed algorithms are evaluated based on the bounded incremental model of
computation of Ramalingam and Reps [19]. It is shown that the time complexity
of our incremental algorithms depends on the extent of changes to the specification
rather than the size of the specification itself. It is also shown, that it is never
worse than the complexity of the most relevant, traditional algorithm – the HIS-
method [20] [25] [18].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A short overview of our as-
sumptions and notations are given in Section 2. The relevant FSM test generation
algorithms are also briefly discussed. Section 3 gives a quick overview of the in-
cremental approach, alongside its application in testing. In Section 4 we introduce
our incremental algorithms to maintain a checking sequence across changes, demon-
strate them through an example and provide analytic and practical analyzes of their
complexity. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Finite State Machines

Finite State Machines (FSMs) have been widely used for decades to model systems
in various areas, such as sequential circuits [10], communication protocols [13], some
types of programs [1] (in lexical analysis, pattern matching etc.) and object-oriented
software testing [2]. Several specification languages, such as SDL [14] [24] [21] and
ESTELLE [23] [24], are extensions of the FSM formalism.

A Finite State Machine (FSM) M is a quadruple M = (I,O, S, T ) where I,
O, and S are the finite and nonempty sets of input symbols, output symbols and
states, respectively. T is the finite set of transitions between states. Each transition
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t ∈ T is a quadruple t = (sj , i, o, sk), where sj ∈ S is the start state, i ∈ I is an
input symbol, o ∈ O is an output symbol and sk ∈ S is the next state. The number
of states and inputs denoted by n = |S| and p = |I|, respectively.

A machine can be represented with a state transition graph, a directed edge-
labeled graph whose vertices are labeled with the state symbols of the machine
and whose edges correspond to the state transitions. Each edge is labeled with the
input and the output, written i/o, associated with the transition.

Consider FSM M with |S| = n states, and implementation Impl with at most
n states. A spanning tree of FSM M rooted from the initial state s0 is an acyclic
subgraph (a partial FSM) of its state transition graph composed of all the reachable
vertices (states) and some of the edges (transitions) of M such that there is exactly
one path from s0 to any other state.

FSM M is deterministic if for each (sj , i) state-input pair there exists at most
one transition in T . If there is at least one transition t ∈ T for all state-input pairs,
the machine is said to be completely specified. In case of deterministic and com-
pletely specified FSMs, each (sj , i) state-input pair defines exactly one transition,
which can be given as t = (sj , i, λ(sj , i), δ(sj , i)), where λ: S × I → O denotes the
output function and δ: S × I → S denotes the next state function [16].

FSM M has a reset capability if there is an input symbol r ∈ I that takes the
machine from any state back to the s0 ∈ S initial state. That is, ∃r ∈ I : ∀sj ∈
S : δ(sj , r) = s0. The reset is reliable if it is guaranteed to work properly in any
implementation machine M I , i.e., δI(sIj , r) = sI0 for all states sIj ∈ SI , and sI0 is the

initial state of M I . Note, that a machine with reliable reset capability is strongly
connected iff for each state sj ∈ S is reachable from the s0 ∈ S initial state.

For a given set of symbols Σ, Σ∗ is used to denote the set of all finite sequences
over Σ. Let K ⊆ Σ∗ be a set of sequences over Σ. The prefix closure of K –
denoted by Pref(K) – includes all the prefixes of all sequences in K. The set K is
prefix-closed if Pref(K) = K.

We extend the next state function δ and output function λ from input symbols
to finite input sequences I∗ as follows: For a state s1, an input sequence x = i1, ..., ik
takes the machine successively to states sj+1 = δ(sj , ij), j = 1, ..., k with the final
state δ(s1, x) = sk+1, and produces an output sequence λ(s1, x) = o1, ..., ok, where
oj = λ(sj , ij), j = 1, ..., k. A machine M is strongly connected iff for each pair of
states (sj , sl), there exists an input sequence which takes M from sj to sl.

Two states, sj and sl are distinguishable iff there exists an x ∈ I∗ input sequence
that produces different output: λ(sj , x) 6= λ(sl, x). Such an x input sequence is
called a separating sequence of the two inequivalent states sj and sl. Otherwise
– if such sequence does not exist – we say that states sj and sl are equivalent
(undistinguishable), i.e. sj ∼= sl iff for all input sequences x ∈ I∗, λ(sj , x) = λ(sl, x).
A machine is reduced, if no two states are equivalent, that is, each pair of states (sj ,
sl) are distinguishable. State minimization is a transformation into an equivalent,
reduced state machine with removing equivalent states.

In the paper, we consider strongly connected, completely specified, reduced and
deterministic FSMs with reliable reset capability.
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2.2 Modification of FSMs

In [17] a consistent approach is proposed to represent changes in deterministic
FSMs. In this paper atomic changes are achieved by using edit operators. An edit
operator turns FSM M = (I,O, S, T ) into FSM M ′ = (I,O, S′, T ′) with the same
(labeled alike) input and output sets. For deterministic finite state machines two
types of edit operators have been proposed based on widely accepted fault models.
An output change operator is ωo(sj , i, ox, sk) = (s′j , i, oy, s

′

k), where λ(sj , i) = ox 6=
oy = λ′(s′j , i). A next state change operator is ωn(sj , i, ox, sk) = (s′j , i, ox, s

′

l),
where δ(sj , i) = sk 6= s′l = δ′(s′j , i). Multiple changes ω∗ can be generated with
the concatenation of the two edit operators defined above. This paper focuses on
such multiple changes. It has been shown in [17], that with some assumptions
the set of deterministic FSMs with a given number of states is closed under the
proposed edit operations. Furthermore, for any two deterministic FSMs M1 and
M2 there is always a sequence of edit operations changing M1 to M2, i.e., to a
machine isomorphic to M2.

2.3 FSM-based Test Generation

In FSM-based testing both the implementation and the specification can be mod-
elled as an FSM. The given implementation can be considered as a black box with
unknown behavior. Conformance testing checks if an Impl implementation con-
forms to a given M specification: the input/output pairs of test sequences are
derived from FSM M , then the input test sequences are applied to the machine
Impl and the output of Impl is observed. The observed output sequence of Impl
is compared to the expected results derived from FSM M . If the output sequences
of Impl and M do not match, it implies that the implementation has a fault.

Given a completely specified deterministic FSM M with n states, a checking
sequence for M is an input sequence x that distinguishes M from all other machines
with n states. That is, any implementation machine Impl with at most n states
not equivalent to M produces an output different from M on x.

Many algorithms have been introduced to create checking sequence for FSMs
with reliable reset capability [16] [3]. Such processes are the W-method [5], the
Wp-method [11] and the HIS-method [20] [25] [18]. All of these algorithms have a
similar structure containing two main parts. The first – state identification – part
checks for each state of the specification whether it exists in the implementation as
well. The second – transition testing – part checks all remaining transitions of the
implementation by observing whether the output and the next state conforms to
the specification. In the following we concentrate on the HIS-method as it is the
most general approach of the three.

2.4 The HIS-Method

Let Q denote a prefix-closed state cover set Q = {q1, ..., qn} responsible to reach
all states of FSM M . A Q set may be created by constructing a spanning tree of
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the state transition graph of the specification machine M from the initial state s0.
Such a spanning tree is presented on Figure 3(a) in Section 4.1. A prefix-closed
state cover set Q is the concatenation of the input symbols on all partial paths of
the spanning tree, i.e., sequences of input symbols on all consecutive branches from
the root of the tree to a state.

Let Z = {Z1, ..., Zn} denote the separating family of sequences [25] of FSM M
used to verify the next state of transitions. A separating family of sequences of
FSM M is a collection of n sets Zi, i = 1, ..., n of sequences (one set for each state)
satisfying the following two conditions: For every pair of states si, sj : (I) there is
an input sequence x that separates them, i.e., ∃x ∈ I∗, λ(si, x) 6= λ(sj , x); (II) x is
a prefix of some sequence in Zi and some sequence in Zj . Zi is called the separating
set of state si. Such family may be constructed for a reduced FSM the following
way: For any pair of states si, sj we generate a sequence zij that separates them
using for example a minimization method [15]. Then define the separating sets as
Zi = {zij}, j = 1...n. The HIS-method uses appropriate members of the separating
family in both stages of the algorithm to check states of the implementation.

The first, state identification stage of the HIS-method generates test sequences
r.qi.Zi, i = 1...n, where r is the reliable reset symbol and “.” is the string concate-
nation operator.

If Impl passes the first stage of the algorithm for all states, then we know
that Impl is similar to M , furthermore this portion of the test also verifies all
the transitions of the spanning tree. The second, transition testing stage is used
to check non-tree transitions. That is, for each transition (sj , i, o, sk) not in the
spanning tree the following test sequences are generated: r.qj .i.Zk.

The resulting sequence is a checking sequence, starting at the initial state and
consisting of no more than p · n2 test sequences of length less than 2 · n interposed
with reset [25]. Thus the total complexity of the algorithm is O(p · n3), where
p = |I| and n = |S|.

3 The Incremental Approach

3.1 Batch and Incremental Algorithms

The batch algorithm for a given problem determine the solution f(x) on some input
x. If input x changed into x′, the batch algorithm generates the new output f(x′)
from scratch – see Figure 1(a). The incremental algorithm computes the required
output f(x′) as a batch algorithm. However, it assumes that the same problem has
been solved already on a slightly different input x providing output f(x), and that
input x has been modified by changes dx since, i.e., x+ dx = x′. The incremental
algorithm uses the previous input x, along with the changes dx, and the previous
output f(x) to compute the new output f(x + dx) = f(x′) – see Figure 1(b). A
batch algorithm can be used as an incremental algorithm, furthermore, in case of
a fundamental change the batch algorithm will be the most efficient incremental
algorithm.
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(a) Batch algorithm (b) Incremental algorithm

Figure 1: Batch and incremental algorithms

3.2 Evaluating the Complexity of an Incremental Algorithm

The complexity of a given algorithm is usually expressed by the maximum number
of steps required as a function of the size of the input. Although this worst-case
analysis may be adequate in case of batch algorithms, it is not very informative in
case of incremental algorithms. Instead of analyzing the complexity as a function
of the entire input the [19] paper propose to use an adaptive parameter, which
capturing the extent of the changes in the input and output. The parameter ∆
represents the size of the modified part of the input and the size of the affected part
of the previous output. Thus ∆ represents the minimal amount of work necessary
to calculate the new output. The complexity of incremental algorithm can be
analyzed in terms of ∆, which is not known a priori, but calculated during the
update process. This approach will be used in the current paper to evaluate the
complexity of the proposed algorithm and to compare it to existing methods.

3.3 Incremental Test Generation and Incremental Testing

Virtually, all traditional FSM-based conformance test generation algorithms [6]
[3] [16] [4] [7] are batch algorithms. These approaches are therefore incapable of
utilizing any auxiliary information, such as existing tests created for the previous
version of the given system. All test sequences have to be created from scratch
in each evolution step, no matter how small the change has been. This approach
handles resources quite inefficiently, thus incremental approach should be applied.

In case of conformance testing two different incremental approach problem could
be considered: incremental test generation and incremental testing.

Incremental test generation algorithms create test cases for the whole system:
both for parts that are affected and for parts that are non-affected by changes.
These algorithms utilizes existing test sequences to generate new test sequences for
the updated system version. As a result, an incremental test generation algorithm
may generate the solution for the given problem significantly faster than a batch
algorithm, while it provides the same fault detection capability. In case of software
testing, when the new code is compiled and tested only few times the complexity
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of test generation is not negligible.
Incremental testing algorithms, however show the parts of the system, which

test cases are affected by the given changes, and create new test cases only for these
parts. This approach reduce the time required for testing, while all of the parts
affected by the given changes are investigated.

In Section 4 we propose two algorithms, which both support incremental test
generation (maintain a complete checking sequence) and incremental testing (create
test sequences only for the affected parts of the specification).

4 Incremental Generation of a Checking Sequence

In this section we propose two incremental algorithms to maintain a checking se-
quence through series of changes. We assume that the system specification is given
as a reduced, completely specified, deterministic FSM M , that is modified by ω∗

sequence of changes. We also assume that a checking sequence for M – the specifi-
cation machine before changes – is given in form of the HIS-method. Our purpose
is to create a new, valid checking sequence for the modified specification FSM M ′.

Similarly to the HIS-method, our solution contains two parts: the first one
called State Cover Set Maintenance (SCSM, presented in Section 4.1) maintains a
prefix-closed state cover set responsible to reach all states of the machine, while
the second one, called State Identification Maintenance (SIM, presented in Section
4.2) maintains a Separating Family of Sequences used to verify the next state of
transitions.

Figure 2: The block diagram of the incremental maintenance of HIS-method test
cases

The high level view of our approach is presented in Figure 2. The upper part
of the figure represents the traditional generation of the HIS test sequence: the
Q state cover set and the Z separating family of sequences are generated, then a
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checking sequence is created by the concatenation of these subsequences to apply
for the system under test (SUT). Auxiliary graph AM denotes a graph over state
pairs of FSM M , which helps the generation of a Z separating family of sequences.
The lower part of the figure shows how the sequence of changes affect the generation
of HIS-method’s test cases. The changes turn FSM M into FSM M ′. Instead of
repeating the previous operations on M ′, the SCSM algorithm (proposed in Section
4.1) utilizes a Q prefix-closed state cover set of the previous version of the system to
create a valid Q′ state cover set of M ′. The SIM algorithm (introduced in Section
4.2) maintains a Z separating family of sequences across changes in order to produce
a valid Z ′ separating family of sequences of M ′. The SIM algorithm also utilizes
and incrementally maintains the AM auxiliary graph of the specification in order
to generate Z ′ efficiently. Then these sequences are concatenated into a checking
sequence and applied for the modified system (SUT v2).

The two algorithms show which test sequences are affected by the given se-
quence of changes – denoted by AFFQ and AFFZ – so the whole system or only
the affected part of the system can be investigated depending on the testing pur-
pose. The modified part of the FSM M ′ and auxiliary graph AM ′

could be also
observed, denoted by MOD and MODZ , respectively. It has to be emphasized
that a given change to the specification FSM may affect the SCSM and SIM algo-
rithms differently. Therefore two separate ∆ parameters (see Section 3.2) have to
be used to capture the extent in which the changes affect the two algorithms, i.e.
∆Q = |MOD ∪AFFQ|, ∆Z = |MODZ ∪AFFZ |.

As our approach involves two completely autonomous incremental algorithms,
the SCSM and SIM algorithm may also be applied independently for various pur-
poses. For instance, they could be used to detect undesirable effects of a planned
modification during development, such as subsets of states becoming unreachable
– denoted by AFFWork

Q – or equivalent – denoted by AFFWork
Z .

4.1 An algorithm to maintain a Prefix-closed State Cover

Set

In this section we propose an algorithm, called SCSM, to maintain a prefix-closed
state cover setQ of specification machineM through a given ω∗ sequence of changes,
that turns FSM M into M ′.

The problem can be reduced to maintaining a spanning tree ST of the state
transition graph of FSM M rooted from the initial state s0 (see Section 2.4), where
ST representing the Q set of M . Our objective is to create a new valid spanning
tree ST ′, which corresponds the Q′ set FSM M ′.

We use the following notations in the description of the SCSM algorithm. A
transition is called an ST -transition iff it is in ST . A subtree of ST rooted from a
state si is denoted by STsi . The MOD set collects the modified states: sx ∈ MOD
iff a transition originating from state sx of FSM M is modified by a change. State
s′y is called q-affected state – collected in set AFFQ – iff s′y of FSM M ′ is affected
by a change with respect to the Q set. Note, that if a state is q-affected a new
test sequence has to be generated for it. A work set is also used to keep track of
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affected states, for which the new test sets have not yet been generated – denoted
with AFFWork

Q . An adaptive parameter is also defined to capture the extent of
changes in the input and the output: ∆Q = |MOD ∪ AFFQ|; the complexity of
the SCSM algorithm will be expressed as a function of ∆Q.

Our SCSM algorithm has two different phase. The first one determines the
q-affected states of FSM M ′, while the second one extends the spanning forrest for
these states, to create a valid Q set of the modified FSM M ′.

4.1.1 Detailed description of SCSM algorithm

Algorithm 1: Maintaining a Prefix-closed State Cover Set

input : M ; ω∗; ST = (V,E);
output: ST ′ = (V ′, E′); MOD; AFFQ; AFFWork

Q ; M ′;

data(M ; ω∗; ST = (V,E); ST ′ = (V ′, E′); MOD; AFFQ; AFFWork
Q ; M ′;1

ST ′

temp = (V ′

temp, E
′

temp))

M ′ := M ; V ′ := V ; E′ := E; MOD := ∅; AFFQ := ∅; AFFWork
Q := ∅;2

/* Phase 1: Apply changes to M and identify affected states */
for next ω(sm, i, o, sj) in ω∗ do3

M ′ :=Apply ω(sm, i, o, sj) change to M ′; MOD = MOD ∪ {s′m}4

if (δ(sm, i) 6= δ′(s′m, i))and((sm, i, o, sj) ∈ E′) then5

AFFQ := AFFQ ∪ TreeWalk(ST ′, sj).V ;6

AFFWork
Q := AFFWork

Q ∪ TreeWalk(ST ′, sj).V ;7

ST ′ := ST ′ \ ((sm, i, o, sj) ∪ TreeWalk(ST ′, sj));8

/* Phase 2: Create new test cases for affected states */
foreach s′j ∈ AFFWork

Q do9

foreach t = (s′i, i, o, s
′

j) ∈ T do10

if s′i 6∈ AFFWork
Q then11

ST ′

temp(V
′

temp, E
′

temp) := SpanningTree((AFFWork
Q ,M ′), s′j);12

E′ := E′ ∪ {(s′i, s
′

j)} ∪ E′

temp; V
′ := V ′ ∪ {s′j} ∪ V ′

temp;

AFFWork
Q := AFFWork

Q \ ({s′j} ∪ V ′

temp);13

return ST ′ ∈ (V ′, E′), MOD, AFFQ, AFFWork
Q , M ′;14

The pseudo-code of the SCSM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
The input of the algorithm is the original machineM , the ω∗ sequence of changes

and the spanning tree ST of M .
After initialization (line 2), the SCSM algorithm goes through the given ω∗

sequence of changes. First it applies an ω(sm, i, o, sj) ∈ ω∗ change to the state
transition graph and marks modified states (line 4). After the change is applied,
the algorithms identifies the sets of affected states (lines 5-8). The output change
operator only changes an edge label of the state transition graph of the FSM, but
does not affects its structure. That is, δ(sm, i) = δ′(s′m, i), and the change does not
affect any states with respect to the Q set, so AFFQ and AFFWork

Q sets are not
extended. Next state changes, however affects states iff the changed transition was
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an ST ′-transition (line 5). In that case all states of the ST ′

s′
j
subtree with s′j root

are put into the AFFQ and AFFWork
Q sets and all edges of the ST ′

s′
j
subtree with

s′j root are removed from ST ′. Function TreeWalk walks on a subtree of the given
ST ′ spanning tree with a given root using simple breath-first search.

After the affected states have been determined, the Phase 2 of algorithm extend
the ST ′ spanning tree (lines 9-13) for AFFWork

Q elements using breadth-first search
implemented in function SpanningTree. The algorithm does it in the following
way: For each state s′j in the AFFWork

Q set it checks if there is a transition leading

to s′j from an s′i state, which state is not in the AFFWork
Q set. If this transition

has been found, it is added to ST ′, s′j is removed from AFFWork
Q and all states

of M ′ that can be reached from s′j by function SpanningTree are removed from

AFFWork
Q , while the transitions used to reach these states are added to ST ′.

As the SCSM algorithm terminates spanning tree ST ′ represent the updated
Q set of the modified FSM M ′. MOD denotes the states, where the machine has
been modified, AFFQ represents the states, where the Q-set has been changed and
the states, which still remain in the AFFWork

Q set, are unreachable states of FSM
M ′.

4.1.2 SCSM algorithm example

We demonstrate with an example how our SCSM algorithm maintains a prefix-
closed state cover set across a change. We use the following notations in the figures:
the bold edges represent spanning tree edges and the double circle denotes the initial
state.

(a) FSM M with its spanning tree ST (b) Modified FSM M ′ with its updated
spanning tree ST ′

Figure 3: SCSM algorithm example

Take FSM M on Figure 3(a). Initially let ST ′ = ST , MOD = ∅, AFFQ = ∅
and AFFWork

Q = ∅. The modification ωn(s0, a, 0, s1) = (s′0, a, 0, s
′

3) is a next state
change: MOD = {s′0}. As transition (s0, a, 0, s1) is in ST , we need to deter-
mine the set of q-affected states by walking the ST ′

s′
1

subtree. We get AFFQ =
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{s′1, s
′

3}, AFFWork
Q = {s′1, s

′

3}. In Phase 2 transitions leading to q-affected states
– (s′0, a, 0, s

′

1) and (s′1, a, 1, s
′

3) – are removed from ST ′. Then we check for each
state in AFFWork

Q if there is a transition from a non-AFFWork
Q state. Transition

(s′0, a, 0, s
′

3) is identified, which is a link originating from non-AFFWork
Q state s′0.

We add it to ST ′ and remove s′3 from AFFWork
Q . We then check transitions orig-

inating from s′3 and find (s′3, b, 0, s
′

1) that leads to an AFFWork
Q state. We add

(s′3, b, 0, s
′

1) to ST ′ and remove s′1 from AFFWork
Q . Now, AFFWork

Q = ∅, so the

algorithm terminates and returns MOD = {s′0}, AFFQ = {s′1, s
′

3}, AFFWork
Q = ∅

and ST ′, see Figure 3(b).

4.2 An algorithm to maintain a Separating Family of Se-

quences

In this section we propose an algorithm, called SIM, to maintain a separating family
of sequences Z of specification machine M through a given sequence of changes ω∗,
that turns FSM M into M ′.

To maintain a separating family of sequences, the SIM algorithm has to identify
all state pairs, which separating sequences affected by changes. Then for all affected
state pairs a new separating sequence has to be generated. As the next state
verification problem deals with state pairs we define an auxiliary directed graph AM

with n(n+ 1)/2 nodes, where each node corresponds an unordered pair < sk, sl >
of states of M including identical state pairs < sk, sk >. AM has a directed edge
labelled with input symbol i from < sk, sl > to < sm, sn > iff δ(sk, i) = sm and
δ(sl, i) = sn in M . The auxiliary directed graph AM is used to represent and
maintain separating sequences of FSM M . Graph AM is updated by our algorithm
at each incremental step; the modified auxiliary graph denoted by AM ′

.
A state pair < sx, sy > called as a separating state pair iff λ(sx, i) 6= λ(sy, i)

for some i ∈ I, where i is the separating input – in other words a separating state
pair has a separating input, which gives a different output. FSM M is reduced,
iff there exist a path in its auxiliary graph AM from each non-identical state pair
< sk, sl >, k 6= l to a separating state pair < sx, sy >. The input labels from
< sk, sl > to < sx, sy > concatenated by the separating input of < sx, sy > form a
separating sequence of states sk and sl.

In order to efficiently maintain the Z set of FSM M we make the following
assumptions on the separating sequences of Z: (I) Each separating state pair <
sx, sy > has a single separating input i|λ(sx, i) 6= λ(sy, i) associated to it. If a
given separating state pair has multiple such inputs, then a proper input is chosen
randomly. (II) The set of separating sequences of FSM M is prefix-closed. Note,
that these requirements do not restrict the generality of our SIM algorithm as it
generates a separating family of sequences Z ′ at each step, such that Z ′ fulfills the
required assumptions.

If the assumptions defined above hold, then the separating sequences of FSM
M can be represented with a spanning forest SF over the non-identical state pairs
of AM , such that each tree has a separating state pair as root and all edges of the
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given tree are directed toward the root – see Figure 4(a). That is, the problem
of generating the separating family of sequences Z ′ for the modified FSM M ′ can
be reduced to maintaining separating state pairs, their associated separating input
and a forest SF ′ over non-identical state pairs of AM ′

across changes.
We use the following notations in the description of the algorithm. An edge of

AM is called an SF -edge iff it is in SF . A subtree of SF rooting from state pair
< si, sj > is denoted by SF<si,sj>. The MODZ set collects the modified state

pairs of the modified auxiliary graph AM ′

: < s′i, s
′

j >∈ MODZ iff a transition
originating from state si or sj of FSM M is modified by a change. Note, that in
case of a change modified a transition originated from state sx, then all state pairs,
that involving s′x are modified in AM ′

. State pair < s′x, s
′

y > are said to be z-affected

– collected in set AFFZ – iff < s′x, s
′

y > of auxiliary graph AM ′

is affected by a
change with respect to the Z set, i.e., a new separating sequence of states s′x and s′y
has to be generated. A work set is also used to keep track of affected state pairs, for
which the new test sets have not yet been generated – denoted with AFFWork

Z . We
also defined an adaptive parameter to capture the extent of changes in the input
and the output: ∆Z = |MODZ ∪AFFZ |; the complexity of the SIM algorithm will
be expressed as a function of ∆Z .

As the previous SCSM algorithm, the SIM algorithm also consists two phases.
The first phase determines z-affected state pairs and destroy invalid test cases, while
the second one expand the spanning forrest SF ′ to create a valid Z ′ set for FSM
M ′.

4.2.1 Detailed description of SIM algorithm

The pseudo-code of the SIM algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
The input of the algorithm is the auxiliary directed graph AM of FSM M , the

ω∗ sequence of changes and the spanning forest SF of AM .
After initialization (line 2), the SIM algorithm goes through the given ω∗ se-

quence of changes. First it applies an ω(sm, i, o, sj) change to the auxiliary graph
(line 4) and marks modified state pairs (line 5). It implies that for each change
ω(sm, i, o, sj) in ω∗ corresponding edges of AM ′

are modified, i.e., edges marked
with input i originating from all state pairs involving s′m. After a change is ap-
plied, the algorithm identifies the set of affected state pairs (lines 6-25). Function
TreeWalk walks on a subtree of a given SF ′ forest with a given root. Note that
by walking such a subtree we always assume that it is explored opposing edge
directions from the root toward leaves. The algorithm considers next state and
output changes as well. In case of an output change, the algorithm checks the
following conditions: (I) If i has been the separating input of separating state pair
< sm, si > in AM , but λ′(s′m, i) = λ′(s′i, i) = oy and if there is another input
i1 such that λ′(s′m, i1) 6= λ′(s′i, i1) (line 10), then < s′m, s′i > remains a separating
state pair with i1 associated as separating input. State pairs of the tree of SF ′ with
< s′m, s′i > root – including the < s′m, s′i > vertex – are added to AFFZ , but not
added to AFFWork

Z . Note that the algorithm preserves the original tree structure
with the < s′m, s′i > root in SF ′ in this specific modification scenario. (II) If i has
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Algorithm 2: Maintaining a Separating Family of Sequences – 1st phase

input : AM = (V,E), V = S × S; ω∗;
SF = (VSF , ESF ), VSF ⊆ V,ESF ⊆ E;

output: SF ′ = (V ′

SF , E
′

SF ); MODZ ; AFFZ ; AFFWork
Z ; AM ′

data(AM = (V,E); ω∗; SF = (VSF , ESF ); SF
′ = (V ′

SF , E
′

SF ); MODZ ;1

AFFZ ; AFFWork
Z ; AM ′

AFF = (V ′

AFF , E
′

AFF ); ST
′

temp = (V ′

temp, E
′

temp))

AM ′

:= AM ; V ′

SF := VSF ; E
′

SF := ESF ; MODZ := ∅;2

AFFWork
Z := AFFZ := ∅;

for next ω(sm, i, o, sj) in ω∗ do3

AM ′

:=Apply ω(sm, i, o, sj) change to AM ′

; extend MODZ ;4

foreach (s′i, i) do MODZ = MODZ ∪ {< s′m, s′i >};5

/* In case of an output change */
if λ(sm, i) 6= λ′(s′m, i) then6

foreach s′i do7

if λ(sm, i) 6= λ(si, i) then8

foreach i1 ∈ I do9

if λ′(s′m, i1) 6= λ′(s′i, i1) then10

< s′m, s′i > remains a sep. state pair with i1 sep. input11

AFFZ := AFFZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′, < s′m, s′i >).V ;12

if ∀i1 ∈ I, λ′(s′m, i1) = λ′(s′i, i1) then13

separating state pair mark removed from < s′m, s′i >14

AFFZ := AFFZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′, < s′m, s′i >).V ;
AFFWork

Z =: AFFWork
Z ∪TreeWalk(SF ′, < s′m, s′i >).V ;

SF ′ := SF ′ \ TreeWalk(SF ′, < s′m, s′i >);15

if (λ(sm, i) = λ(si, i))and(λ
′(s′m, i) 6= λ′(s′i, i)) then16

E′

SF := E′

SF \ {(< s′m, s′i >,< s′x, s
′

y >)};17

< s′m, s′i > marked as a separating state pair with i sep. input18

AFFZ := AFFZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF ′, < s′m, s′i >).V ;19

/* In case of a next state change */
if δ(sm, i) 6= δ′(s′m, i) then20

foreach s′i do21

if ∃s′j , s
′

k : (< s′m, s′i >, i, o,< s′j , s
′

k >) ∈ E′

SF then22

AFFZ := AFFZ ∪ TreeWalk(SF,< s′m, s′i >).V ;23

AFFWork
Z := AFFWork

Z ∪ TreeWalk(SF,< s′m, s′i >).V ;24

SF ′ := SF ′ \ TreeWalk(SF,< s′m, s′i >).V ;25

been the separating input of separating state pair < sm, si > in AM , and there is no
another separating input from < s′m, s′i > (line 13), then the separating state pair
mark removed from < s′m, s′i >. State pairs of the tree of SF ′ with < s′m, s′i > root
including < s′m, s′i > are added to AFFZ and AFFWork

Z . The edges and state pairs
of the tree of SF ′ with < s′m, s′i > root including < s′m, s′i > are removed from SF ′.
(III) If a state pair < s′m, s′i > is a new separating state pair (line 16), then the
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Algorithm 2: Maintaining a Separating Family of Sequences – 2nd phase

/* Create subgraph AM ′

AFF for affected state pairs */
V ′

AFF := 0; E′

AFF := 026

foreach v′i ∈ AFFWork
Z do27

V ′

AFF := V ′

AFF ∪ {v′i}; foreach (v′i, v
′

j) do28

if v′j ∈ AFFWork
Z then E′

AFF := E′

AFF ∪ (v′i, v
′

j)29

if v′j /∈ AFFWork
Z then v′i marked with v′j30

/* Extend SF ′ Spanning forest for affected state pairs */
foreach v′i marked with v′j do31

ST ′

temp = (V ′

temp, E
′

temp) := SpanningTree((AM ′

AFF ), v
′

i);32

E′

SF := E′

SF ∪ {(v′i, v
′

j)} ∪ E′

temp; V
′

SF := V ′

SF ∪ V ′

temp;

AFFWork
Z := AFFWork

Z \ V ′

temp;

return SF ′ ∈ (V ′

SF , E
′

SF ), MODZ , AFFZ , AFFWork
Z , AM ′

;33

edge originating from the node corresponding to < s′m, s′i > in SF ′ is deleted and
the state pair is marked with separating state pair and i is marked as separating
input. In the next step all state pairs of the subtree of SF ′ with < s′m, s′i > root
including < s′m, s′i > are added to AFFZ , but not added to AFFWork

Z . Note that
the algorithm preserves the original subtree structure with the < s′m, s′i > root in
SF ′. In case of an ωn(sm, i, o, sj) = (s′m, i, o, s′l), sj 6= s′l next state change that
effect an edge of the spanning forest SF ′ (line 22), all state pairs of the subtree of
SF ′ with (s′m, s′i) root including < s′m, s′i > are added to AFFZ and AFFWork

Z .
Furthermore, the edges and state pairs of the tree with < s′m, s′i > root – including
the < s′m, s′i > vertex – are removed from SF ′.

After the affected state pairs have been determined, the Phase 2 of the algo-
rithm creates new test cases for AFFWork

Z state pairs (lines 26-32). The algo-

rithm does it in the following way: It creates an AM ′

AFF subgraph (lines 26-30) for
AFFWork

Z state pairs and marked state pairs, which have an edge originated to
a non AFFWork

Z state pair. Finally, the algorithm adds these edges to SF ′ and
extends the SF ′ spanning forest from these marked AFFWork

Z state pairs (lines
31-32) using breadth-first search implemented in function SpanningTree.

As the SIM algorithm terminates spanning forest SF ′ represent the updated Z
set of the modified FSM M ′. MODZ denotes the state pairs, where the auxiliary
graph AM ′

has been modified, AFFZ represents the state pairs, where the Z-set
have been changed. The proposed SIM algorithm is able to detect if the original
assumption on minimized machine do not hold after the given sequence of changes
applied: the state pairs, which still remain in AFFWork

Z , are equivalent pairs of
states.

4.2.2 SIM algorithm example

The auxiliary graph AM of M is presented on Figure 4(a). Bold edges represent
the forest SF of M , separating state pairs are shown in bold ellipses, separating
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inputs are represented by bigger sized edge labels, while the dotted edges between
identical state pairs are maintained but have no importance for the algorithm.

(a) The auxiliary graph AM of FSM M with
its spanning forrest

(b) The updated auxiliary graph AM′

of
FSM M ′ with its new spanning forrest

Figure 4: SIM algorithm example

Initially AFFWork
Z = AFFZ = ∅, MODZ = 0 and let SF ′ = SF . Edges

labeled with input a originating from state pairs < s′0, s
′

0 >, < s′0, s
′

1 >, < s′0, s
′

2 >,
< s′0, s

′

3 > are modified to create AM ′

: MODZ = {< s′0, s
′

0 >,< s′0, s
′

1 >,< s′0, s
′

2 >
,< s′0, s

′

3 >}. The < s′0, s
′

1 > state pair is a separating state pair and is therefore
not affected. The a-labeled edge originating from state pair < s0, s2 > is not in SF
thus < s′0, s

′

2 > is not affected either. < s′0, s
′

0 > is irrelevant. Therefore only state
pair < s′0, s

′

3 > is z-affected : AFFZ = {< s′0, s
′

3 >}, AFFWork
Z = {< s′0, s

′

3 >}.
In Phase 2 the a-labeled edge originating from < s′0, s

′

3 >∈ AFFWork
Z is removed

from SF ′. Then edges originating from < s′0, s
′

3 > are checked and an edge 〈<
s′0, s

′

3 >,< s′1, s
′

2 >〉 leading to a non-AFFWork
Z state pair is found. The given edge

is added to SF ′ and < s′0, s
′

3 > is removed from AFFWork
Z . Now, AFFZ = ∅, thus

the algorithm terminates and returns MODZ = {< s′0, s
′

0 >,< s′0, s
′

1 >,< s′0, s
′

2 >
,< s′0, s

′

3 >}, AFFZ = {< s′0, s
′

3 >}, AFFWork
Z = ∅ and SF ′, see Figure 4(b). All

separating sequences are unchanged except the one of states s′0 and s′3, which is
changed from a.a to b.b.

4.3 Complexity calculation

4.3.1 Complexity calculation of the SCSM algorithm

In case of a unit change operator |MOD| = 1, while in case of multiple changes
1 ≤ |MOD| ≤ n, while 0 ≤ |AFFQ| ≤ n.

In Phase 1 the SCSM algorithm updates the FSM M into M ′ and identifies
affected states. The update of the FSM through ω∗ changes requires O(|MOD|)
steps. To identify the affected states with breath-first search and to put them into
the AFFQ and AFFWork

Q sets has a complexity of O(|AFFQ|).
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In Phase 2 the SCSM algorithm first searches transitions from non-AFFWork
Q

states to AFFWork
Q states. There are exactly p · |AFFWork

Q | transitions originating

from the AFFWork
Q states. Therefore there can be at most p · |AFFWork

Q | ≤ p ·

|AFFQ| backward check steps, which do not provide a path from a non-AFFWork
Q

state to an AFFWork
Q state. Thus, in worst case there are (p+1)·|AFFQ| backward

check turns. If a transition is found from a non-AFFWork
Q to an AFFWork

Q state

s′j then all states of AFFWork
Q reachable from s′j via AFFWork

Q states are removed

and ST ′ are extended. As there are exactly p · |AFFWork
Q | transitions originating

from AFFWork
Q states, this requires maximum p · |AFFWork

Q | ≤ p · |AFFQ| steps.
As any of the p·|AFFQ| transitions are processed at most twice by the algorithm,

less than 2 · (p+1) · |AFFQ| ≈ O(p · |AFFQ|) steps are necessary to complete Phase
2. As ∆Q = |MOD∪AFFQ|, the total complexity of SCSM algorithm is O(p ·∆Q),
where 1 ≤ ∆Q ≤ n.

4.3.2 Complexity calculation of the SIM algorithm

In case of a unit change operator |MODZ | = n, while in case of multiple changes
n ≤ |MODZ | ≤ n · (n− 1)/2, while 0 ≤ |AFFZ | ≤ n · (n− 1)/2.

In Phase 1 the SIM algorithm updates auxiliary graph AM into AM ′

and iden-
tifies affected state pairs. The update of the auxiliary graph through ω∗ changes
requires O(|MODZ |) steps. To identify the affected states with breath-first search
and to put them into the AFFZ and AFFWork

Z sets has a complexity of O(|AFFZ |).

In Phase 2 the SIM algorithm first creates subgraph AM ′

AFF for AFFWork
Z state

pairs and marked state pairs, which have an edge leading to a non-AFFWork
Z state

pair in p · |AFFZ | steps. To extend spanning forest SF ′ for AFFWork
Z elements

requires O(p·|AFFZ |) complexity. As ∆Z = |MODZ∪AFFZ |, the total complexity
of the algorithm is O(p ·∆Z), where n ≤ ∆Z ≤ n2.

4.3.3 Overall complexity

Our incremental algorithms – as the HIS-method – create a checking sequence by
concatenating test sequences from the Q and Z sets. A test sequence of the checking
sequence must be regenerated after changes if either its q-sequence or its z-sequence
is changed by the proposed algorithms. That is, a test sequence r · qi · ... · zij of
M is modified iff s′i ∈ AFFQ or (s′i, s

′

j) ∈ AFFZ . Thus, the total complexity of

incremental test generation is O(p ·∆Q · n2) + O(n · p ·∆Z) ≈ O(p ·∆ · n), where
p = |I|, 1 ≤ ∆Q ≤ n, n ≤ ∆Z ≤ n2 and n ≤ ∆ ≤ n2 denotes the number of
test sequences that have to be modified. That is, in worst case the number of test
cases to be generated is equivalent to those generated by a batch algorithm with
O(p · n3) complexity. Note that, the algorithms shows the modified part of the
test cases to allow complete testing or testing only the affected part of the system.
Also note that the concatenation of the distinct parts of the test sequences only has
to be performed as a part of the testing procedure. If no actual testing is needed
after changes the algorithms should only maintain the two separate part of the HIS
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method: the state cover set with O(p ·∆Q) and the separating family of sequences
with O(p ·∆Z) complexity.

4.4 Experiments

Before the in-depth analysis of experimental results we show some implementation
details and the architecture of the simulation environment including how random
input FSMs are produced.

4.4.1 Implementation details

We implemented the traditional HIS-method and our algorithms as well in JAVA.
In order to make incremental algorithms as efficient as possible, it is essential to
create data structures that ensure that all fundamental steps can be realized with
the least possible elementary steps. Such elementary steps are condition evaluation,
data reading and writing. The other main objective is to assure that the space
complexity is as little as possible. The data structure must be efficient both in the
representation and in maintenance of the specification graph and its test cases. To
assure these purposes we developed the following data structures for our algorithms.

The SCSM algorithm stores the specification graph of the FSM in a matrix, in
which rows correspond to the s states and columns correspond to the i inputs, thus
the size of the matrix is n× p. Each element of this matrix is an edge of the graph
and a transition of the specification FSM M . We store for each transition its s next
state and o output label and an ST flag, that denotes whether the transition is an
ST -transition or not. For each transition there are also pprev and pnext pointers
to the previous and to the next transitions which have the same next state. These
pointers create bidirectional chains each one associated to a given state. A pointer
to the first element of each chains stored in a vertex denoted FNS, i.e the kth
element of the FNS vertex will point to the first transition which leads to state
sk. In case of find a transition with a given sx start state and a given iy input (for
example to modify this edge, see Algorithm 1, line 4), we only need to read the xth
row and yth column of the matrix, in case of breadth-first search from a sx state
we can iterate over the row corresponds to sx, and in case of inverse breadth-first
search from a sx state we can recursively go through the chain originated from the
xth element of the FNS array. The fast inverse breadth-first search is essential in
both algorithms – the SCSM algorithm uses, when it goes through the AFFWork

Q

set in order to search an edge, that is not originated from this set (Algorithm 1,
line 10), and the SIM algorithm uses, when it build an ST ′

temp subtree through the
inverse direction of the edges (Algorithm 2, line 32) – and the bidirectional chains
defined above ensure to both of them.

The SIM algorithm uses the same data structure as the SCSM one, but instead
of the specification graph, it uses that for the auxiliary graph, so the matrix rows
denote state pairs instead of states. Each element of this matrix is a 5-tuple (<
sa, sb >, sep, SF, pprev, pnext), where < sa, sb > is the next state pair label, sep
and SF are flags that denotes, whether it is a separating state pair and if the edge
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is in the spanning forest or not. The p and n are previous and next pointers to the
bidirectional chains, that collect edges with the same next state pair labels.

4.4.2 Simulation Environment

The incremental algorithms utilize the previous version of test cases generated
initially by batch algorithms - as shown previously in Figure 2. To be able to
compare batch and incremental algorithms, test cases for the modified machine M ′

are generated with the batch method as well.

We use random FSMs as input for our test generation algorithms. The generator
program creates completely specified, deterministic, strongly connected FSMs with
reliable reset capability. The program ensures the strongly connected property
the following way: First a tree is created with a vertex for each state and then
reset transitions are added from each vertex to the root. The tree is used as a
spanning tree of the FSM being generated. The root vertex is denoted with s0 and
all other vertices are being randomly labeled with a state label. Each edge of the
tree is then labeled with random inputs and outputs. Finally, for each remaining
state-input pair not used in the tree generation a transition is created with random
next state and random output label. These steps fulfill the completely specified
and deterministic assumptions. The random graph generator does not ensure the
generation of reduced FSMs. However, this is not a constraint in our case, because
the SIM algorithm (see Section 4.2) is able to detect whether an FSM contains
equivalent states.

The complexity calculation of incremental algorithms considers all atomic op-
erations used by the implementation such as data access and condition evaluation.
The traditional HIS-method is implemented in the same way therefore the same el-
ementary steps are used for the complexity calculation as in case of the incremental
algorithms, so they can be directly compared to each other.

4.5 Simulation results

In the following we analyze how our SCSM and SIM algorithms perform against the
traditional HIS-method. We investigate six different scenarios in order to observe
our algorithms for different |S|, |I|, and |O| combinations for different type of
changes.

4.5.1 Next state changes

First, we investigate next state changes. In Scenario 1 |I| and |O| are fixed to 5 in
order to observe the influence of |S| to the simulation parameters in case of 2, 10
and 50 changes. Each data in the figures is obtained by averaging 10 simulation
runs.

We define the variable Gain, which describes the gain of our incremental al-
gorithms compared to the traditional HIS-method and it is calculated as follows:
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(a) The gain of the SCSM algorithm (b) The gain of the SIM algorithm

Figure 5: The gain of the algorithms in Scenario 1

Gain =
SteptradHIS

StepincHIS

, where SteptradHIS
is the number of steps in case of the tra-

ditional HIS-method, and StepincHIS
is the number of steps in case of our novel,

incremental HIS-method. Thus, a higher Gain value corresponds to a better per-
formance compared to the traditional approach. For instance Gain = 100 means
that our incremental HIS-method requires 1/100th steps than the traditional HIS-
method. The Gain can be defined for the generation of Q-set and Z-set, indepen-
dently; the two distinct part of the traditional and incremental HIS-method. The
result for the SCSM algorithm is presented in Figure 5(a). The Gain of the SIM
algorithm compared to the traditional HIS-method corresponding part is shown in
Figure 5(b).

(a) SCSM algorithm (b) SIM algorithm

Figure 6: The increment of the length of the test sequences in Scenario 1

The cost for this high gain is that our algorithms does not guarantee to find
test sequences with the shortest possible length. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) shows
the difference from the optimal solution in case of the SCSM and SIM algorithm,
respectively. This difference in case of the SCSM algorithm is not significant because
as Figure 7(a) shows, the left side of the Figure represents a situation near worst
case: most part of the machine is affected by changes. As Figure 6(b) indicate, the
increment of test sequence length much less in case of the SIM algorithm, than the
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SCSM one: in case of SCSM algorithm the difference from the optimal solution is
negligible.

(a) Size of AFFQ vs. number of states (b) Size of AFFZ vs. number of states

Figure 7: The relative size of affected elements in Scenario 1

The reason is that next state changes affect the separating family of sequences
much less, than the state cover set – see Figures 7(a) and 7(b). The ratio of
affected elements decreases in function of the number of states. The number of
affected elements is much greater in case of the SCSM algorithm than the SIM one.
The reason is the following: The SCSM algorithm maintains a spanning tree with
one root and n−1 transition1, while the SIM algorithm maintains a spanning forest
with several roots and smaller trees. Therefore, a next state change has greater
probability in case of the SCSM algorithm to affect a bigger sub-spanning tree, than
in case of the SIM one. In case of the SIM algorithm there are several separating
state pairs, therefore the test set contains a spanning forest with a relatively large
number of trees, each with low depth. A given tree may typically contains only
a separating state pair or a separating state pair with few state pairs referring to
it. We also observe the deepest trees in our simulations: in case of 10 next state
changes the most depth of a tree was only 2, and it occurred only in 26 case in all
of our 600 simulations. The number of affected elements shows, where the original
test set have been changed. In case of incremental testing, only this part of the
machine need to retest after the given sequences of changes applied, thus testing
time can be significantly reduced.

We also investigate how the number of input symbols influences the increment
of the test sequence length and the ratio of affected elements. In Scenario 2 |S|
and |0| is fixed to 100 and 5, respectively, while the number of changes is set to 10.
Each data in the figure is obtained by averaging 50 simulation runs.

Our simulations show that both algorithms have less affected elements if the
number of input symbols is higher – see Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b). It is in line
with our expectations, because if there are more transitions originating from a state
it is less likely that changes affect a transition used in the test set (as an edge of
the ST spanning tree or the SF spanning forest).

1Each state, except the initial state has exactly one spanning edge originated from.
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(a) Size of AFFQ vs. input symbols (b) Size of AFFZ vs. input symbols

Figure 8: The relative size of affected elements in Scenario 2

(a) Increment of SCSM algorithm’s test se-
quences length vs. input symbols

(b) Increment of SIM algorithm’s test se-
quences length vs. input symbols

Figure 9: The increment of the length of the test sequences in Scenario 2

As a result the difference from the optimal solution decreases as the number of
input symbols increases for both the SCSM – see Figure 9(a) – and for the SIM
algorithm – see Figure 9(b).

Figure 10: The relative size of AFFZ in Scenario 3

Another interesting aspect, that how the number of output symbols influences
the ratio of affected state pairs and the increment in the test sequences length. Only
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Figure 11: The increment of the SIM algorithm’s test sequence length in Scenario
3

the SCSM algorithm is impacted by the number of output symbols, because the
SIM one simply does not do anything with the output label of the transitions – it
only finds traces among them despite of theirs outputs. Therefore only the relative
size of the AFFZ set in function of output symbols is discussed. In Scenario 3 |S|
and |I| are set to 100 and 5, respectively, while the number of changes is set 10.
Each data is obtained by averaging 50 simulation runs. The results show that if the
number of output symbols increases, the number of affected elements decreases –
see Figure 10. It is in line with our expectations, because if there are more possible
output, there are more separating state pairs, which causes smaller trees with less
edges, thus the probability that a next state change affects one of them is decreases.
For the same reason, the increment of test sequence length also decreases as |O|
increases – see Figure 11 – although the difference from optimal solution is remains
negligible for all observed parameters.

4.5.2 Output changes

We also investigate the case, when FSM M is modified by output changes. Output
changes only affect the SIM algorithm, thus we concentrate on that. In Scenario 4,
|I| and |O| are fixed to 5 in order to observe the influence of |S| to the simulation
parameters in case of 2, 10 and 50 changes. Each data in the figures is obtained by
averaging 10 simulation runs.

The Gain of the SCSM algorithm is increases as the number of states – see
Figure 12. The Gain is higher than the one observed in Scenario 1. The reason for
this is that the update of auxiliary graph requires a |ω∗| · n “fixed cost”, which is
smaller in case of output changes (in case of next state changes, the SIM algorithm
also has to update the bidirectional chains, that collect edges with same next states,
see Section 4.4.1).

The increment of the length of test sequences is also observed – see Figure 13.
The difference from the optimal solution is negligible even in case of fundamental
changes, and it decreases rapidly as the number of states increases.

The relative size of affected state pairs against the number of the states is pre-
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Figure 12: The gain of the SIM algorithm in Scenario 4

Figure 13: The increment of the length of the test sequences in Scenario 4

Figure 14: The relative size of AFFZ vs. number of states in case of five output
changes

sented in Figure 14. The results indicate that, the ratio of affected state pairs
decreases as the number of states increases, but output changes affects the sepa-
rating family of sequences much more, than next state changes. Nevertheless, at
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and above 85 states, the ratio of affected state pairs was below 10 percent even in
case of 50 changes, thus incremental testing time can be significantly reduced.

We also investigate how the number of input and output symbols influences
the increment of the test sequence length and the ratio of affected elements. In
Scenario 5 |0| is fixed to 5 and in Scenario 6 |I| is fixed to 5. |S| and number of
output changes is set to 100 and 10, respectively in both cases and each data is
obtained by averaging 50 simulation runs.

(a) Size of AFFZ vs. input symbols (b) Increment of test sequences length vs. in-
put symbols

Figure 15: Results of Scenario 5 simulations

First, Scenario 5 will be discussed. Figure 15(a) shows that, the number of
affected state pairs length decreases as the number of input symbols increases.
This meets with our expectations, because if a state pair has fewer edges originated
from it, there is a bigger probability that a change affect an edge, which is used in
a test set. There are more affected state pairs than in case of next state changes
(presented previously in Figure 8(b)), because the spanning forest contains only
few edges, but has many separating state pairs associated with a separating input.
Output changes may affect separating inputs, while next state changes don’t. The
increment of test sequence’s length is also observed. Figure 15(b) shows that, the
increment of the length of test sequences decreases as the number of input symbols
increases, and the difference from the optimal solution is much more pronounced
than in case of next state changes (presented previously in Figure 9(b)), although
it still remains insignificant.

Finally, Scenario 6 will be discussed. Figure 16(a) shows that, the number of
affected state pairs length decreases as the number of input symbols increases, but
there are more affected state pairs than in case of next state changes (presented
previously in Figure 10). The reason for the decreasing is the same as discussed in
next state changes, while the cause of more affected state pairs compared to next
state changes is discussed previously in Scenario 5. Figure 16(b) shows that, the
increment in the length of test sequences decreases as the number of input symbols
increases, and the difference from the optimal solution is much more pronounced
than in case of next state changes (presented previously in Figure 11), although it
remains insignificant.
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(a) Size of AFFZ vs. output symbols (b) Increment of test sequences length vs. out-
put symbols

Figure 16: Results of Scenario 6 simulations

5 Conclusion

We have presented bounded incremental algorithms to maintain the test sequences
for finite state machine models across updates. The algorithms use the test cases
of a relevant traditional algorithm, the HIS-method. Our approach assumes a
changing specification and utilizes an existing test set of the previous version to
keep a complete test set efficiently up-to-date. For each update of the system a
complete test set is generated incrementally with the same fault detection capability
as that of the traditional HIS-method. Both analytical calculations and experiments
indicate that our approach is very efficient in case of large, changing specifications.
Therefore, our algorithms are serviceable in real testing environments – such as
software testing – through development phase, because they provide much faster
test generation than the traditional approach.

Besides incremental test generation (that maintain a complete checking se-
quence) our algorithms also support incremental testing to create test cases only
for the affected parts of the specification. The incremental testing property of our
algorithms reduce the time required for testing, while all of the parts affected by
the given changes can be investigated. Our simulations have shown relatively few
affected elements in the original test set even in case of fundamental changes, thus
testing time can be significantly reduced.

Furthermore, our solution uses two autonomous incremental algorithms, which
may be also applied independently for various purposes – such as checking if a
subsets of states becoming equivalent or unreachable during the development phase.
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